LUCKY DICE GAME

MANUAL

DICE GAME CONTENTS
2 Black and White play plates
2 Animal Dices
6 Animal Discs

GAME RULES
The goal of this game is to be the first in getting your play plate full with the right three animal discs
( 3 for every plate ).
A player plays with one black or white play plate and one dice. The players throw the dice after each other trying
to throw the three animal faces on their own play plate. Once a play plate has all three animal faces full, than we
have a winner!!
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LUCKY DICE GAME

TOY SAFETY & INFO

ZNOET LUCKY DICE GAME
This product is not suited for children younger than three years old. Parents, always keep a close
eye on your playing child.
All Znoet products are thoroughly tested for American (ASTM) and European (EN-71) markets to
ensure that your child can safely play with our products.

ZNOET PRODUCTS
We at Znoet are very excited to bring exclusively designed, quality, fun, and educational toys to your home for
your children, especially when we design our products ourselves and hear that they are so fun to play with! We
would love to hear your feedback too. Please don’t hesitate to let us know by leaving an honest review.
Keep up to date with our new product releases and subscribe to our email list at www.znoet.com.

QUALITY & ENVIRONMENT
We strive to use only FSC wood for all our products. We want to produce fun
and exclusively designed toys, but also care about our planet. That is why we
want to give something back and participate in different charity projects
around the world.
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Please visit our website to see the projects we are connected with to give our
children a better place to live.
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